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Session Agenda:

Medical Image Processing in MATLAB
This demonstration will be particularly valuable for anyone interested in using MATLAB to process, visualize, 

and quantify biomedical imagery. Rather than focus on extracting information from a few homogeneous 

images, we will introduce a typical real-world challenge, and discuss approaches to managing and exploring 

collections of widely heterogeneous images. We will describe user interfaces that simplify the exploration 

and algorithm development processes, and demonstrate their utility in identifying and quantifying scientific or 

clinically relevant insights.

We will then focus on the extraction of features from images, and the use of machine learning algorithms to 

classify images based on their content.

In this presentation, we will:

 Explore and manage a range of real-world image sets

 Solve challenging image processing problems with user interfaces

 Develop familiarity with simple to advanced image segmentation approaches

 Classify parasitic infections using machine learning techniques
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Consider this image from the

Centers for Disease Control:

 Our goal:

To develop an algorithm to detect and quantify infection.

How many cells are in the image, and how many are infected?
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Quantifying infection across multiple images…

…Despite widely varying image quality
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Identify key challenges, consider strategies:

• Challenges:

• Differences in color

• Differences in illumination

• Contiguity of cells

• Low resolution/poor quality

• Strategies:

• Using apps to explore images

• Pre-processing

• Watershed segmentation

• Morphological segmentation
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In this session…

…we quantified rates of infection in heterogeneous images
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What if we wanted to classify the type of infection,

differentiating several species of parasites?
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Machine Learning

A machine learning algorithm takes examples of inputs 

and outputs associated with a task and produces a 

program that can automatically differentiate them.

If brightness > 0.5

then ‘hat’

If edge_density < 4 and 

major_axis > 5

then “boat”

…

‘boats’

‘mugs’

‘hats’

Hand 

Written 

Program

Machine

Learning

𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑐svm (image_features, label)

‘boats’

‘mugs’

‘hats’

Computer 

Vision
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Machine Learning Workflow Using Images

Training Data
Feature Extraction,

Encoding

Machine 

Learning

Classifier ‘babesiosis’

Input Image
Feature Extraction,

Encoding
Classification

‘babesiosis’  ‘plasmodium’ ‘chagas’
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Perform image processing, analysis, and algorithm development

Image Processing Toolbox™ provides a comprehensive set of reference-

standard algorithms, functions, and apps for image processing,

analysis, visualization, and algorithm development. You can perform

image analysis, image segmentation, image enhancement, noise

reduction, geometric transformations, and image registration. Many toolbox
functions support multicore processors, GPUs, and C-code generation.

Image Processing Toolbox supports a diverse set of

image types, including high dynamic range, gigapixel

resolution, embedded ICC profile, and tomographic. Visualization functions

and apps let you explore images and videos, examine a region of pixels,
adjust color and contrast, create contours or histograms, and manipulate

regions of interest (ROIs). The toolbox supports workflows for

processing, displaying, and navigating large images.

Image Processing Toolbox

Bag of Words

Bag: image processing, analysis , image, 

pixels, enhancement

Class / Label

Training Data

Vocabulary / 

Bag of Words
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Bag of “Visual Words” ( features) 

‘babesiosis

’

Class / Label

Training Data

Vocabulary / Bag 

of Features
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What is a Classifier ? 

Training Data

Features Classifier

Classification
‘babesiosis’  

‘plasmodium’ 

‘chagas’

Class 

Membership

Machine 

Learning
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So let’s give it a try…
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Using Machine Learning for Computer Vision

 Computer Vision System Toolbox

 Provides tools to generate image features for training classifiers

 See doc for full list of provided image features

 Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox

 Provides learning algorithms to train classifiers
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Additional Resources

Digital Image Processing 

Using MATLAB

Gonzalez, Woods, and Eddins

Gatesmark Publishing
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Additional Resources

MATLAB Central Blog: “Steve on Image Processing”

http://blogs.mathworks.com/steve/

http://blogs.mathworks.com/steve/
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